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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce AgentSpeak(ER), an extension of the
AgentSpeak(L) language tailored to support encapsulation. The AgentSpeak(ER)
extension allows for significantly improving the style of BDI agent programming
along relevant aspects, including program modularity and readability, failure han-
dling, and reactive as well as goal-based reasoning. The paper introduces the novel
language based on AgentSpeak, illustrates the features of the language through
examples, and shows results of experiments evaluating the proposed language.

1 Introduction

AgentSpeak(L) has been introduced in [24] with the purpose of defining an expressive,
abstract language capturing the main aspects of the Belief-Desire-Intention architec-
ture [7,15], featuring a formally defined semantics and an abstract interpreter. The
starting point to define the language were real-world implemented systems, namely the
Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [18] and the Distributed Multi-Agent Reasoning
System (dMARS).

AgentSpeak(L) and PRS have become a main reference for implementing concrete
Agent Programming Languages based on the BDI model: main examples are Jason [2,6]
and ASTRA [12]. Besides Agent Programming Languages, the AgentSpeak(L) model
has been adopted as the main reference to development several BDI agent-based frame-
works and technologies [3,4] as well as serving as inspiration for theoretical work aiming
to formalise aspects of BDI agents and agent programming languages [29,14,5].

Existing Agent Programming Languages extended the language with constructs
and mechanisms making it practical from a programming point of view [2]. Besides,
proposals in literature extended the model in order to make it effective for specific kinds
of systems — e.g. real-time systems [28] – or to improve the structure of programs, e.g.
in terms of modularity [19,22].

Along this line, in this paper we describe a novel extension of the AgentSpeak(L)
language — called AgentSpeak(ER) — featuring plan encapsulation, i.e. the possibility
to define plans that fully encapsulate the strategy to achieve the corresponding goals,
integrating both the pro-active and the reactive behaviour. This extension turns out to
bring a number of important benefits to agent programming based on the BDI model,
namely:



– improving the overall readability of the agent source code, reducing fragmentation
and increasing modularity;

– promoting a more goal-oriented programming style, enforcing yet preserving the
possibility to specify purely reactive behaviour, properly encapsulated into plans for
goals;

– improving intention management, enforcing a one-to-one relation between intentions
and goals — so every intention is related to a (top-level) goal;

– improving failure handling, in particular simplifying the management of failures
related to plans that react to environment events.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: first we describe in details the
motivations that lead to the proposal of a new AgentSpeak extension (Section 2). We
then introduce and discuss AgentSpeak(ER), defining the main concepts, syntax and
informal semantics (Section 3). In Section 4, we discuss the results of a first evaluation
that has been carried out, based on a prototype implementation extending the ASTRA
platform. We conclude the paper discussing related work (Section 5) and sketching
future work (Section 6).

2 Motivation

The main motivation behind AgentSpeak(ER) comes from the experience using agent
programming languages based on the AgentSpeak(L) model, Jason and ASTRA in
particular. Yet, these issues are relevant for any language based on the BDI architecture.

In the BDI model, plans are meant to specify some means by which an agent can
satisfy an end [24]. In AgentSpeak(L), a plan consists of a rule of the kind e : c <- b.
The head of a plan consists of a triggering event e and a context c. The triggering event
specifies why the plan was triggered, i.e., the addition or deletion of a belief or goal. In
the following, we refer to plans triggered by event goals as g-plans, and plans triggered
by belief change (including percepts) as e-plans. The context specifies those beliefs that
should hold given the agent’s current belief base if the plan is to be triggered. The body
of a plan is a sequence of actions or (sub-)goals.

In this approach — as well as in planning, in general — the means to achieve a
goal (i.e., the plan body) is meant to be fully specified in terms of the actions the agent
should execute and the (sub-)goals the agent should achieve or test. In practice, when
programming such systems, it is often the case that the strategy (the means) adopted
to achieve some goal (the end) naturally includes reactions — i.e., reacting to events
asynchronously perceived from the environment, including changes in the beliefs. This
reflects more than just the ability of an agent to change/adapt its course of actions; it
allows the integration of reactivity as a core ingredient of the strategy to achieve some
goal. This revised notion of a plan is not just a programming feature; it also occurs
naturally in human activity. For example, a fisherman with the goal of catching fish
waits for the event of a tug on their line indicating a fish is on the hook. Reactivity is a
key ingredient of many activities that we perform to achieve specific goals, not only to
handle events that represents errors or unexpected situations (for the current courses of
actions). It follows naturally that this is also an opportunity to extend the plan model so



as to fully encapsulate reactions that are part of the strategy to achieve the goal, as well
as the subgoals that are specific to that particular goal.

The BDI reasoning cycle automatically updates beliefs from percepts, and this
allows us to write down structured plans with courses of actions that change according
to the environment, by exploiting goals/subgoals and contexts. For instance, as a very
simple example, yet capturing the point, let us consider the goal of printing down all the
numbers between N and 1, stopping if/when a ’stop’ percept is perceived. This task can
be effectively tackled using only g-plans:

+!print_nums(0).
+!print_nums(_) : stop.
+!print_nums(N) : not stop <- println(N); !print_nums(N-1).

This is a clean solution, exploiting the context in plans and the fact that in the rea-
soning cycle beliefs are automatically updated given new percepts. More generally, in
AgentSpeak(L) the suggested approach to realise structured activities whose flow can
be environment dependent is by means of (sub-)goals and corresponding plans with a
proper context.

In some cases however this approach is not fully effective, and e-plans are needed,
in particular every time we need to react while executing the body of a plan. A typical
case occurs when we have actions (or subgoals) in a plan that could take a long time
to complete. For instance, suppose that instead of simply printing we have a long-term
elab goal (it could be even an action):

+!print_nums(0).
+!print_nums(N) : stop.
+!print_nums(N) : not stop <- !elab(N); !print_nums(N-1).

Suppose that, realistically, we cannot spread/pollute plans about the goal !elab with
a stop-dependent behaviour. To solve this problem, using AgentSpeak(L) and in BDI
architectures an e-plan can be introduced, using e.g. internal actions to act on the current
ongoing intention:

+!print_nums(0).
+!print_nums(N) <- !elab(N); !print_nums(N-1).
+stop <- .drop_intention(print_nums(_)).

The problem here is that the e-plan +stop <- ... is part of the strategy to achieve
the goal !print_nums, however it is encoded as a separate unrelated plan.

The use of e-plans to achieve goals is actually an important conceptual brick of the
AgentSpeak(L) model. Let us consider the robot cleaning example used to describe
plans in [24]. One of the plans is:

+location(waste,X) : location(robot,X) & location(bin,Y)
<- pick(waste); !location(robot,Y); drop(waste).

That is, as soon as the robot perceives that there is a waste in its location, then it can
pick it up and bring it to the bin. This plan is an essential brick of the overall strategy to



achieve the goal of cleaning the environment — or to maintain the environment clean, in
a maintenance goal view. However, the fact that this plan is useful to achieve that goal
is not explicit in the source code, it remains in the mind of the programmer/designer.
The agent reacts to a waste in a location because it has an implicit goal, which is about
cleaning the environment. However, since there are no g-plans about it, there is no
explicit trace in the agent mental structures about this goal.

This problem can also be illustrated with the following scenario. Consider an agent
that includes a set of plans (a module written by a third party) to handle social obligations.
The module has several e-plans for different types of obligations:

+obligation(Ag,committed(Goal)) : .my_name(Ag) <- ...
+obligation(Ag,achieve(Goal)) : .my_name(Ag) <- ...
-obligation(Ag,Goal) : .my_name(Ag) & .intend(Goal) <- ...

If for some reason during its execution an agent decides not to follow these plans
anymore (e.g. it chooses to become disobedient), it is difficult to “disable” the behaviour
of the above plans. Either these plans have to be changed to consider a particular state
of the agent or the agent removes all these plans from its plan library. Neither option
is simple to program. Although we can solve the problem, the lack of an explicit goal
stating that the agent intends to be obedient is the cause of this problem.

This issue also impacts plan failures handling, which is a very important aspect of
agent programming. In the Jason dialect of AgentSpeak(L), we can define plans that
handle the failure of the execution of g-plans (generating the event -!g), but not of
e-plans. For example, if there is a problem in the println action in:

+stop <- println("stopped").

the plan execution fails, without any possibility to react and handle the failure. In order
to handle this, a programmer is forced to structure every e-plan with failure handling
using a subgoal:

+stop <- !manage_stop.
+!manage_stop <- println("stopped").
-!manage_stop <- println("failure").

This contributes to making the program longer and verbose, besides increasing the
number of plans to be managed by the interpreter.

To summarise, this is the set of key issues identified for the basic plan model in the
practice of agent programming:

Lack of encapsulation: The strategy to achieve a goal is fragmented among multiple
plans, not explicitly related to each other.

Implicit vs. Explicit goals: Some parts of an agent program may have plans for which
the goal is implicit.

Difficult failure handling: Failures/errors generated in the body of e-plan cannot be
directly captured.



Besides the pure programming perspective, it is worth noting that these issues can affect
the software engineering process for agent development. In particular, at the design
perspective, it is natural to specify coarse-grained plans fully encapsulating the strategy
to achieve or maintain goals. It would be important then to keep as much as possible the
same level of abstraction when going from the design to programming, and at runtime
too, to support agent reasoning.

3 The AgentSpeak(ER) Proposal

To overcome the problems discussed above, we consider two key changes in the plan
model. The first one is to extend the plans beyond the simple sequence of actions and
goals, so as to include also the possibility to specify reactive behaviour encapsulated
within the plan. Coherently, with the AgentSpeak(L) model, such a behaviour can be
expressed in terms of e-plans. Accordingly, a plan becomes the scope of (i) a sequence
of actions (referred as body actions), (ii) a set of e-plans, specifying a reactive behaviour
which is active at runtime only when the plan is in execution, and (iii) a set of g-plans,
specifying plans to achieve subgoals that are relevant only in the scope of this plan.
The e-plans and g-plans are referred to as sub-plans. The sub-plans may include also
reactions to failures occurring when the plan is executed.

The second change is enforcing that e-plans — as pieces of reactive behaviours —
must always be defined in the context of a g-plan. We are thus enforcing the principle that
an agent does (and reacts) always because of a goal to achieve or maintain. This ensures
that programmers explicitly specify what is the goal to achieve even when defining a
purely reactive behaviour. In so doing, at runtime every intention5 has an associated goal
being pursued.

In the remainder of the section, we first describe in detail the syntax and informal
semantics of the new plan model, including simple examples, and then we discuss the
key benefits.

3.1 Informal Syntax and Semantics

At the top level, an AgentSpeak(ER) program is a collection of g-plans, whose syntax is
exemplified below:

/* g-plans to achieve goal g in context c */
+!g : c <: gc {

<- a; b; ?g1; !g1; !!g2. // plan body (optional).

/* e-plans */
+e1 : c1 <- b1.
+e2 : c2 <- b2.
+!k : true <: b(10) {

5 As in AgentSpeak(L), an intention is the result of the deliberation to commit to some desire.
Briefly, if the agent has an applicable plan for a goal event (i.e. a desire), it commits to it by
creating an intention based on that plan and starts executing it.



<- a,b,c.
+e3 : c3 <- b3. // possible old-style plans

}

/* e-plans catching failures */
-!g[error(ia_failed)] : ...
<- ... catches from failures

/* further g-plans */
+!g1 : c1 <: gc1 { ... }

}

Like in AgentSpeak(L), a g-plan is defined with a head and a body. Besides the
triggering event and the context, in AgentSpeak(ER) the head has a third new element: a
goal condition, optionally written after <:, with the same syntax as the context. While the
context is a pre-condition to select a plan as applicable for an event, the goal condition is
a post-condition that defines when the goal can be considered as achieved6. Any goal
created based on this g-plan is considered achieved if and only if this condition holds.
If no goal condition is specified, the goal is considered achieved as soon as the body
execution completes, as usual in AgentSpeak(L). However, if a goal condition is defined,
having finished the body execution is not sufficient to deactivate the goal. Notice that if
the goal condition becomes true while the body actions are being executed, the execution
ceases immediately, since the goal being achieved means no further action would be
necessary.

In AgentSpeak(ER) the body defines the g-plan scope enclosed by ‘{’ and ‘}’
and is composed of the body actions (after ‘<-’ and before ‘.’) as well as sub-plans.
Like in AgentSpeak(L), as soon as a g-plan is instantiated, the body actions start to
execute. The body actions can be empty — this is the case of g-plans expressing a purely
reactive behaviour. The sub-plans of the g-plan are considered as relevant only for events
produced by the g-plan execution, since they are in the scope of the g-plan.

While a g-plan is executing, it can be interrupted by events relevant for its e-plans.
When the agent perceives an event and an e-plan from g-plan is applicable according
to its specified context, then the execution of the g-plan body is suspended until the
body of the e-plan finishes its execution. In AgentSpeak(L), other plans do also interrupt
the execution of a plan in the case of subgoals. For example, in the body “a1; a2; !g1;
a3”, g1 is a sub-goal and thus the action a3 is executed after g1 is achieved. The plan
body execution in interrupted synchronously. In AgentSpeak(ER) this uniformly occurs
also with any kind of events, not only sub-goal events; that is, the body actions can
be interrupted to react to events coming from the environment. However, in this case
the interruption is asynchronous – the point where the body actions is interrupted is
unknown, and depends on the environment, at runtime.

6 Or considered impossible to achieve, or the motivation for the goal no longer holds, etc.
Programmers can use this for any condition that implies the goal should no longer be pursued.
Note that, when programming declaratively, this condition is likely to include the goal in the
triggering event itself (as believed to be true).



3.2 Examples

To give a more concrete taste of the language, we consider again the examples seen in
Section 2, now rewritten in AgentSpeak(ER). The robot cleaning example becomes:

+!clean_env <: false {
+location(waste,X) : location(robot,X) & location(bin,Y)
<- pick(waste); !location(robot,Y); drop(waste).

}

We can give an explicit reason for the reactive behaviour by encapsulating the e-plan
inside a g-plan, with an explicit goal clean_env. Setting the goal condition to false
means that the plan execution is going to last forever. It is a way of implementing some
form of maintenance goal. This is also a particular case where the body of the g-plan
does not have any actions.

The print_nums example seen before can be rewritten to fully encapsulate the
strategy in the same g-plan:

+!print_nums(0).
+!print_nums(N) <: stop | .body_done {
<- !elab(N); !print_nums(N-1).
+!elab(M) <- ...

}

Here .body_done is a predefined internal action that succeeds when the body actions
have been completed. The goal print_nums is achieved either by the perception of
stop or by the execution of its body actions. In case we want to take some action to
react to stop, we can introduce an e-plan as follows:

+!print_nums(0).
+!print_nums(N) {
<- !elab(N); !print_nums(N-1).
+!elab(N) <- ...
+stop <- println("stopped"); .done.

}

For the example of plans to handle social obligations, we can define an explicit goal
by encapsulating the e-plans in a g-plan as follows:

+!be_obedient <: false {
+obligation(Ag,committed(Goal)) : .my_name(Ag) <- ...
+obligation(Ag,achieve(Goal)) : .my_name(Ag) <- ...
-obligation(Ag,Goal) : .my_name(Ag) & .intend(Goal) <- ...

}

Now the agent can disable these plans by simply performing .
drop_intention(be_obedient), and resuming its obedient behaviour by adopting
the goal !be_obedient, and it can also check whether it is being obedient by testing
.intend(be_obedient).

With the new language, we can program different kinds of commitments to
goals [11,30] by exploiting the goal condition. For instance, the Single Minded Commit-
ment for goal g can be programmed as:



+!g <: g | f {
...

}

where f states when the goal becomes impossible. The agent commits to achieve g until
g is believed either true or impossible to achieve. To program this kind of commitment
in AgentSpeak(L), we have to follow some programming patterns requiring extra plans
(three extra plans as shown in [17]).

3.3 Failure Management

Failures generated by the execution of actions of sub-plans for a goal g can be handled
and managed by:

– subplans of type -!g listed in the body of the g-plan;
– plans at the same level of +!g, if the event is not managed within the body.

In terms of the new language style, we can keep the failure plans within the scope of the
g-plan. However, it is also reasonable that if we define a plan for +!g at a certain level
of a g-plan tree7, it might make sense for the programmer if the plans for -!g are all
placed at the same level (specially if the programmer is influenced by the style of the
Jason variant of AgentSpeak).

3.4 Key points

We conclude this section by summarising the key points brought out by AgentS-
peak(ER):

Encapsulation – The strategy to achieve a goal is encapsulated in one or multiple
g-plans, each embedding also the reactive behaviour which is part of the strategy.
The effect is to reduce code fragmentation, improving its understanding.

Explicit goals – Every behaviour of the agent is now explicitly related to some goal to
achieve. This promotes a more goal-oriented programming style, yet preserving the
possibility to easily define g-plans based on purely reactive strategies; this allows
the agent to better manage its intentions. For instance, a programmer can now do
a simple .drop_intention(g) to disable the behavior of e-plans embedded in
the corresponding g-plans. In AgentSpeak(L), the relation goal-intention is not
one-to-one. AgentSpeak(L) can have intentions from e-plans and so intentions
without a explicitly represented goal. In AgentSpeak(ER) there is a one-to-one
relation between goals and intentions. All intentions come from goals (only explicit
goals are allowed). Primitives to handle goals can thus handle all intentions. In
AgentSpeak(L), primitives to handle goals can manage a limited set of the intentions
(those created from goal addition plans).

7 Note that g-plans within g-plans now implicitly form a plan tree for a top-level goal, and the
plan library is thus a forest of such trees.



Failure handling – Thanks to explicit goals, failures generated in the body of an e-plan
can now be directly captured and managed by failure recovery plans defined for
g-plan, without the need for auxiliary goals and plans to be introduced.

Coarse-grained intentions – In AgentSpeak(L), each e-plan in execution has its own
intention/stack, which runs concurrently to the other intentions. Conceptually, this
follows the idea that the management of environment events are not part of an
existing overall plan to achieve some goal. In the new model instead, an e-plan
inside a g-plan is meant to specify a behaviour that is useful for achieving the goal
of the g-plan, so part of the same intention. For this reason, if an e-plan (sub-plan)
inside a g-plan in execution is triggered, no new intentions are generated and the
body of the sub-plan is placed on the top of the stack of the same intention. The new
model leads then to more coarse-grained intentions.

4 First Evaluation

The new language has been evaluated through a prototype implementation that builds
on the ASTRA [12] language. As can be seen in the snippet of code below, the imple-
mentation of the AgentSpeak(ER) prototype is syntactically different to the examples
provided in Section 3. This reflects the syntactic approach adopted in ASTRA. It does
not impact the associated semantics.

g-plan +!g() : c <: gc {
body {
// main plan body goes here...
a; b; !g1(); !!g2();

}

/* e-plans */
rule +e1 : c1 { b1; }
rule +e2 : c2 { b2; }

}

4.1 Minority Game

To evaluate our prototype, we have adapted an existing program, introducing AgentS-
peak(ER) goal rules to a subset of the implementation. Specifically, we have adapted a
simulation of the Minority Game (MG), a well-known model for evaluating collective
behaviour of agents competing for finite resources [20]. The game involves an odd
number of agents competing for a resource over a series of rounds. For a round, each
agent makes a binary decision (yes/no). At the end of the round, the bids are counted,
and the agents that are in the minority win. The game has been applied mainly in the
areas such as modelling financial markets [9] and traffic simulation [10].

The existing implementation (see Figure 1) consists of 3 types of agent: the compere
agent, who is responsible for managing the game (starting rounds, evaluating bids, ...);
the player agents, who implement a set of MG strategies; and the main agent, which is
responsible for configuring the game (creating and configuring the compere and player



agents). Interaction between the compere and the players is through a shared game-board
artifact implemented using CArtAgO [25].

Fig. 1: Minority Game Agent Architecture

The existing implementation currently consists of 2 types of plan: configuration
plans, one of which is called when the agent is created; and strategy plans which
implement the various potential strategies that the agent can use. A subset of the ASTRA
implementation of the player agent is given below:

rule +!main(["bestplay", [int t, int h]]) {
-+strategy("bestplay"); !setup_tactic(t, h); !setup();

}
rule +!main([string strategy, []]) {
-+strategy(strategy); !setup();

}
rule +!setup_tactic(0,int h) {}
rule +!setup_tactic(int t2, int h) {
list hist = [];
int i=0;
while (i<h) {
hist = hist + [M.randomInt() % 2];
i++;

}
+strategy(t2, hist, M.randomInt() % 2);
+score(t2, 0);
!setup_tactic(t2-1, h);

}

rule $cartago.signal(string id, play()) : strategy("bestplay") {



cartago.results(java.util.ArrayList history);

int max_len = -1; int max_choice = -1; int max_score = -1;
foreach (strategy(int s, list hist, int c) & score(s, int sc)) {
cartago.match(history, P.fromASTRAList(hist), int len);
if ((len > max_len) | ((len == max_len) & (max_score < sc))) {
max_choice = c; max_score = sc; max_len = len;

}
}
cartago.bid(S.name(), max_choice);

}

rule $cartago.signal(string id, winner(int bid)) : strategy("bestplay") {
foreach (strategy(int s, list hist, bid) & score(s, int sc)) {
-score(s, sc); +score(s, sc+1);

}
}

In the above code, the !main(...) plans are the configuration plans. The
!setup_tactic(...) plans are part of the bestplay strategy but are also used for
configuration. This is because, unlike simpler strategies such as Random Bid and Tit-for-
Tat, the best play strategy requires that a set of random strategies be created as part of its
configuration. In best play, a random strategy is a randomly generated set of h outcomes
combined with a recommended next move. Each strategy has an associated score which
is used to help determine how successful each strategy is.

The strategy plans are the $cartago.signal(...) plans, which handle the play()
and winner(...) signals respectively. These signals are generated by the game board
when the compere agent performs operations on it (e.g. when a round starts/ends). For
bestplay, the play() signal triggers a behaviour where the agent compares the game
outcome history against its strategies and picks the strategy that best fits the history
(longest matching subsequence). The corresponding next move is played (via the bid()
artifact operation). Conversely, the winner(...) signal triggers a behaviour where the
agent updating the score for all strategies that lead to bid being selected.

Some of the key points to note when reviewing the above code are: (i) a custom plan
is needed to handle the !main(...) goal in the case of the bestplay strategy because
it requires some custom initialisation; (ii) a strategy belief is required to enable the
identification of the plans that are relevant to the selected strategy; and (iii) there is no
guarantee that these plans will be grouped together in the implemented agent. They could
be spread throughout the agents codebase making it difficult to read and understand the
overall behaviour.

In the AgentSpeak(ER) implementation, we still maintain the two types of plan,
however instead on needing multiple plans to capture a strategy, the entire strategy is
now encapsulated within a single g-plan (of course the other plans still exist as subplans
of the g-plan). The snippet of code below contains the AgentSpeak(ER) code to the
ASTRA example given above:

rule +!main([string strategy, list config]) {
!win(strategy, config);



}

g-rule +!win("bestplay", [int t, int h]) <: false {
body {
!setup_tactic(t);

}

rule +!setup_tactic(0) {}
rule +!setup_tactic(int t2) {
list hist = [];
int i=0;
while (i<h) {
hist = hist + [M.randomInt() % 2];
i++;

}
+strategy(t2, hist, M.randomInt() % 2);
+score(t2, 0);
!setup_tactic(t2-1);

}

rule $cartago.signal(string id, play()) {
cartago.results(java.util.ArrayList history);

int max_len = -1; int max_choice = -1; int max_score = -1;
foreach (strategy(int s, list hist, int c) & score(s, int sc)) {
cartago.match(history, P.fromASTRAList(hist), int len);
if ((len > max_len) | ((len == max_len) & (max_score < sc))) {
max_choice = c; max_score = sc; max_len = len;

}
}
cartago.bid(S.name(), max_choice);

}

rule $cartago.signal(string id, winner(int bid)) {
foreach (strategy(int s, list hist, bid) & score(s, int sc)) {
-score(s, sc); +score(s, sc+1);

}
}

}

As can be seen from the above snippet of code. The implementation of the two types
of agent is quite similar. In fact many of the rule implementations have not changed
significantly. However, there are a few interesting observations regarding the revised
implementation: (i) the compexity of the plan contexts were simplified when using g-
plans because the g-plan itself provided some of the context; (ii) the number of arguments
passed as parameters was reduced, again because the scope of the parameters of the
g-plan was the plan body and all of its sub-plans; (iii) the total number of rules under
consideration on each iteration was significantly less because only the rules within an
active g-plan were considered by the agent. This means that, when an agent has multiple



strategies, only the rules relating to the active strategy will be considered, whereas in
ASTRA, all rules are always considered.

4.2 A Note on Performance

After reviewing our new language, it became apparant that (i) it was reducing the number
of plans that need to be evaluated on each iteration; but (ii) the introduction of a goal
condition introduces a significant new overhead because it must be evaluated on each
iteration. As a result, it was decided that a comparsion of the new and old languages be
carried out. Initially, we compared interpreter cycle execution time and the number of
iterations based on a single configuration of the MG with 29 players and 1000 rounds.
For our results, we averaged the values across all 29 players and repeated the experiment
5 times.

Table 1: Comparing ASTRA and AgentSpeak(ER)
ASER ASTRA

Cycle Time (ms) 0.0017 0.0036
Cycles 293,772 62,880
Elapsed Execution Time (ms) 495.22 229.29
Unix (timed) 16s 15s

Results of our initial comparison can be found in Table 1. The difference in the
number of cycles is due primarily to the scheduling algorithm used by ASTRA, which
suspends agents that have no sensors (perceptors) and whose event and intention queues
are empty. The impact of this is that ASTRA is generally more efficient than AgentS-
peak(ER). Due to the small but consistent difference in performance between the unix
timing of the two experiments, we then explored how increasing the number of rounds
affected performance. Results for this are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: ASTRA vs AgentSpeak(ER) Performance
1000 2000 3000 4000 10000

ASER (s) 15.514 30.251 44.202 57.736 140.059
ASTRA (s) 14.893 28.232 42.168 56.453 137.379
Diff. (%) 4.2% 6.8% 4.8% 2.3% 2.0%

This second table shows that the introduction of g-rules in AgentSpeak(ER) has
only a small impact on performance. Here, it is almost linear. Further, ASTRA shows a
marginal performance improvement of between 2-6%.

While this is not intended to be a thorough evaluation of AgentSpeak(ER), it is
useful because it hints that the use of goal conditions does not significantly impact the
performance of the language. It must also be noted that the prototype implementation is



not as mature as the ASTRA implementation — interpreter optimisations could further
reduce the difference in performance.

5 Related Work

AgentSpeak(ER) is primarily related to work in literature focusing on improving cog-
nitive BDI agent programming. A main aspect widely discussed and developed in the
literature is modularity [19,8,13,21,23,26,16,22]. In programming languages, modularity
is strongly related to encapsulation. In fact, strengthening encapsulation typically leads
to refining modularity, in particular devising more coarse-grained modules. AgentS-
peak(ER) enriches the spectrum of approaches elaborated in literature for improving
modularity in BDI-based agent programming languages by devising coarse-grained
plans as modules encapsulating goal-oriented and reactive behaviour.

Besides, AgentSpeak(ER) is related to existing BDI agent programming languages
extending the basic plan model as found in the original proposal of AgentSpeak(L). In
this context, a main reference is CANPlan [27], a BDI-style agent-oriented programming
language enhancing usual BDI programming style with declarative goals, look-ahead
planning, and failure handling. It allows programmers to mix both procedural and
declarative aspects of goals, enabling reasoning about properties of goals and decoupling
plans from what these plans are meant to achieve. The lookahead planning makes it
possible to guarantee goal achievability and avoid undesirable situations. The plan model
adopted in CANPlan is analogous to the AgentSpeak(L) one. Each plan is characterised
by a plan rule e(t) : ψ(xt, y) ← P(xt, y, z)., where P is a “reasonable strategy” to
follow when ψ is believed true in order to resolve/achieve the event. P can be a rich
composition of actions but not reactions. Reactive behaviours can be expressed instead —
like in AgentSpeak(L) and in the basic BDI — as separate plans handling belief updates
corresponding to environment events.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced AgentSpeak(ER), a novel extension of the classical AgentS-
peak(L) language. The language provides encapsulation for agent goals, which clearly
improves legibility and reusability of AgentSpeak code. Furthermore, the new language
improves some of the shortcomings of AgentSpeak in regards to goal orientation and
declarative goals by ensuring that all reactive plans are also associated with general
goals, providing a “goal condition” which means goals can be still active even though
presently there is no action for the agent to take towards that goal, and allowing external
events (i.e. reactions to changes in beliefs) to trigger various plans, for all the goals it
might be relevant. The proposal was implemented and experimentally evaluated on top
of the ASTRA platform.

As with any new programming language, there is much future work, some in fact
ongoing. We are currently refining the ASTRA implementation, trying to make a few
optimisations to improve the evaluation results we reported in this paper. A Jason-
based implementation is also under way; comparison of the performances of the two



implementations might lead to insights that might improve the implementation of the
platforms themselves.

More generally, full understanding and evaluation of a programming language takes
many years. We expect in the long term to use AgentSpeak(ER) in the practical develop-
ment of multi-agent systems, both for real-world systems and also academic ones (e.g.,
for the multi-agent programming contest [1]). However, besides the actual programming
practice, we expect AgentSpeak(ER) to contribute to formal work as well. Assessing
how formal verification of AgentSpeak(ER) systems compares to the original language
is also planned as future work.
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